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Alpha Province: Polar Opposites - Becca Van 2017-09-28
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Contemporary Menage a Quatre
Paranormal Romance, shape-shifter, M/F/M/M, HEA] The day Emmy
Warren thwarted a terrorist attack on political delegates convention at a
prestigious hotel in downtown Houston, Texas, was the day her life
turned upside down. After being a key witness in a trial Emmy thought
she'd be free to return to her life, but she was wrong. For twelve long
month's she's been on the run while working her way across America. By
the time she sets foot in Ambrose, North Dakota, she's tired, hungry, and
angry.Declan Swish, Brooks McKay, and Jett Burns know as soon as they
see and scent Emmy that she's their mate. However, convincing her to
take a chance on them isn't going to be easy. Especially when they need
to tell her about their inner animals, but they aren't about to lie to her.
Thankfully, their mate is no shrinking violet, and they show her they
aren't handing her a line. When danger follows Emmy to town, it's up to
her mates to find and rescue her with the help of their friends. They just
hope they aren't too late. Note: This book contains triple penetration. **
A Siren Erotic Romance Becca Van is a Siren-exclusive author.
The Bourne Ultimatum - Robert Ludlum 2012-06-26
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER At a small-town carnival, two men,
each mysteriously summoned by telegram, witness a bizarre killing. The
telegrams are signed “Jason Bourne.” Only they know Bourne’s true
identity and understand that the telegrams are really a message from
Bourne’s mortal enemy, Carlos, known also as the Jackal, the world’s
deadliest and most elusive terrorist. And furthermore, they know what
the Jackal wants: a final confrontation with Bourne. Now David Webb,
professor of Oriental studies, husband, and father, must do what he
hoped never to do again—assume the terrible identity of Jason Bourne.
His plan is simple: to infiltrate the politically and economically
omnipotent Medusan group and use himself as bait to lure the cunning
Jackal into a deadly trap—a trap from which only one of them will
escape.
Red Clouds Dancing - Avery Gale 2018-11-03
Warning: For Mature Adult Audiences. Contains wording and actions
some may find offensive. Sexual explicit content. MFM This book is a
newly edited and a beautiful new cover re-release of the same great story
originally released in 2013. Layla Lang can barely contain her
excitement… she’s landed the job of her dreams. Thanks to her friend,
Tori Bartell’s recommendation she’s been hired by Alex and Zach Lamont
as the new manager of the motel next door to one of the country’s most
well-respected and exclusive BDSM clubs. The ShadowDance Club is well
off the beaten path in the Colorado Rockies. Moving from Texas to
Colorado gives Layla the perfect opportunity to build a new life. As a
teen Layla witnessed her uncle beat a man to death. Her testimony sent
him to prison and cost her everything. Unknown to Layla, he has been
released on a technicality and plans on seeking his revenge. Brothers
Cash, Collin, and Clay Red Cloud had almost given up finding a woman to
share—until they meet Climax’s newest resident. The blonde bombshell
captivates everyone she meets, and she is perfect for each of them
despite the wide differences in their personalities and varied preferences
in women. Now they just need to keep her safe long enough to convince
her she belongs to them. Note: There is no sexual relationship or
touching for titillation between or among siblings.
Alpha Province: Reigning Kings' (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) - Becca Van 2018-02
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Menage a Quatre Paranormal
Romance, shape-shifter, M/F/M/M, HEA] After witnessing the murder of
her best friend, Pixie Vesper is on the run. She tried to inform the

authorities, but when she sees the spitting image of the killer behind the
police station counter, she's running scared. As soon as Tatum King sets
his gaze on the ill, unconscious woman in her car, he knows she is his
and his brothers', Rex's and Shaffer's mate. After having surgery to
remove her appendix, Tatum, Rex, and Shaffer take Pixie into their home
to care for her. All three lion shifters can see the fear in the depths of her
beautiful green eyes and are determined to get to the bottom of it, while
courting her. When they find out what she's been through, they vow to
protect her with their lives. However, things don't always go according to
plan and Pixie is kidnapped from Ambrose, North Dakota. The three King
brothers change into their lion forms and race after their mate. The men
aren't going to give up until they have Pixie back in their arms where she
belongs. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Alpha Province: Precious Angel (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Becca Van 2018-03-12
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Menage a Quatre Paranormal
Romance, shape-shifter, M/F/M/M, HEA] Kenzie Howard is devastated
when her abusive father sells her to a pimp for money, but when she
hears the plans for her, she's terrified. She manages to escape by
stealing a car, but doesn't get far before the pain of being used as a
punching bag gets too much. Jayson Cannon is horrified at finding his
mate unconscious, bruised, and battered in a car on the side of the road
just outside of Ambrose, North Dakota. He calls in the doc and his
brothers, Jordan and Jenson, to help him get their mate back to his home.
The three brothers are worried about how they're going to explain to
their mate that they're panther shifters, but that ends up being the least
of their concerns when they have to claim their mate to save her life. Just
when their relationship is strengthening, danger comes to Ambrose and
Kenzie goes missing. Jayson, Jenson, and Jordan hope they aren't going
to be too late to rescue the love of their lives. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Pro Full-Text Search in SQL Server 2008 - Hilary Cotter 2009-01-29
Businesses today want actionable insights into their data—they want
their data to reveal itself to them in a natural and user–friendly form.
What could be more natural than human language? Natural–language
search is at the center of a storm of ever–increasing web–driven demand
for human–computer communication and information access. SQL Server
2008 provides the tools to take advantage of the features of its built–in
enterprise–level natural–language search engine in the form of
integrated full–text search (iFTS). iFTS uses text–aware relational
queries to provide your users with fast access to content. Whether you
want to set up an enterprise–wide Internet or intranet search engine or
create less ambitious natural–language search applications, this book
will teach you how to get the most out of SQL Server 2008 iFTS:
Introducing powerful iFTS features in SQL Server, such as the
FREETEXT and CONTAINS predicates, custom thesauruses, and stop
lists Showing you how to optimize full–text query performance through
features like full–text indexes and iFilters Providing examples that help
you understand and apply the power of iFTS in your daily projects
A Sub to Love [Club of Dominance 4] - Becca Van
[Siren Ménage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Ménage a Trois
Romantic Suspense, M/F/M, public exhibition, spanking, flogging, wax
play, cupping, HEA] Justine Downey applies for a job at a security
company and doesn’t know her bosses are Dominants. The men are
brawny and sexy, and awaken her dormant libido. Garth and Derrick
Jackson know their new admin assistant is submissive but are unaware of
her proclivities. They want in her life and bed. Their new employee
comes in to work on her second day battered, bruised, and sick. The two
men take care of her, and when they learn she is in danger they vow to
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protect her with their lives. But getting her to trust them is a lot harder
than they imagine after the hard life she has led. Just when she begins to
open up with them and is starting to trust them with her body as well as
her mind, she is literally snatched away from under their noses. They
rush in to rescue her, but will they be in time? A Siren Erotic Romance
The Magus - John Fowles 2001-01-04
The Magus is the story of Nicholas Urfe, a young Englishman who
accepts a teaching assignment on a remote Greek island. There his
friendship with a local millionaire evolves into a deadly game, one in
which reality and fantasy are deliberately manipulated, and Nicholas
must fight for his sanity and his very survival.
Willa Cather - James Woodress 1989-01-01
Drawing on letters, interviews, speeches, and reminiscences, looks at the
life and career of the American novelist.
Death of a Hero - Richard Aldington 2013-02-26
One of the great World War I antiwar novels—honest, chilling, and
brilliantly satirical Based on the author's experiences on the Western
Front, Richard Aldington's first novel, Death of a Hero, finally joins the
ranks of Penguin Classics. Our hero is George Winterbourne, who enlists
in the British Expeditionary Army during the Great War and gets sent to
France. After a rash of casualties leads to his promotion through the
ranks, he grows increasingly cynical about the war and disillusioned by
the hypocrisies of British society. Aldington's writing about Britain's
ignorance of the tribulations of its soldiers is among the most biting ever
published. Death of a Hero vividly evokes the morally degrading nature
of combat as it rushes toward its astounding finish. For more than
seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
Loving Sanctuary [Slick Rock 12] - Becca Van
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Quatre Romance,
M/F/M/M, HEA] Sabrina Monroe has just found out something she
shouldn't about her boss, Harvey Noble, the founder of Integrated
Computers and Software, and knows she's in deep trouble. She hightails
it out of town and bus hops for two weeks straight. Hungry, sick, and
tired, she ends up stranded in Slick Rock, Colorado and collapses in a
heap. Trick, Trent, and Tristan Wendall are attracted to Sabrina, and
after the sheriff runs a check on her, and the doctor diagnoses her, they
take her back to their place so she can rest and recuperate. When they
find out Sab's in danger they hide her away at a friend's ranch just
outside of town, hoping to keep her safe until the people after her are
arrested. But how can the law capture someone when they don't know
who they're looking for? When Sabrina is abducted, the Wendall men and
the authorities aren't sure they'll find her in time. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao - Junot Diaz 2008-09-04
Things have never been easy for Oscar. A ghetto nerd living with his
Dominican family in New Jersey, he's sweet but disastrously overweight.
He dreams of becoming the next J.R.R. Tolkien and he keeps falling
hopelessly in love. Poor Oscar may never get what he wants, thanks to
the Fukú - the curse that has haunted his family for generations. With
dazzling energy and insight Díaz immerses us in the tumultuous lives of
Oscar; his runaway sister Lola; their beautiful mother Belicia; and in the
family's uproarious journey from the Dominican Republic to the US and
back. Rendered with uncommon warmth and humour, The Brief
Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao is a literary triumph, that confirms Junot
Díaz as one of the most exciting writers of our time.
The Oxford Reverse Dictionary - David J. Edmonds 1999
Have a word on the tip of your tongue? Unlike a thesaurus, where you
look up alternatives to a word you know, or a dictionary, which defines a
familiar word, this dictionary helps with words you are vaguely aware of,
but can't bring to mind. Some 31,000 entries are listed under a wide
range of subject areas and key words.
Dictionary of the British English Spelling System - Greg Brooks
2015-03-30
This book will tell all you need to know about British English spelling. It's
a reference work intended for anyone interested in the English language,
especially those who teach it, whatever the age or mother tongue of their
students. It will be particularly useful to those wishing to produce welldesigned materials for teaching initial literacy via phonics, for teaching
English as a foreign or second language, and for teacher training.

English spelling is notoriously complicated and difficult to learn; it is
correctly described as much less regular and predictable than any other
alphabetic orthography. However, there is more regularity in the English
spelling system than is generally appreciated. This book provides, for the
first time, a thorough account of the whole complex system. It does so by
describing how phonemes relate to graphemes and vice versa. It enables
searches for particular words, so that one can easily find, not the
meanings or pronunciations of words, but the other words with which
those with unusual phoneme-grapheme/grapheme-phoneme
correspondences keep company. Other unique features of this book
include teacher-friendly lists of correspondences and various regularities
not described by previous authorities, for example the strong tendency
for the letter-name vowel phonemes (the names of the letters ) to be
spelt with those single letters in non-final syllables.
Sons of Justice 1: In Good Hands (Siren Publishing Lovextreme Forever) Dixie Lynn Dwyer 2017-12-04
[Siren LoveXtreme Forever: Erotic Contemporary Menage Romantic
Suspense, M/F/M/M/M/M, HEA] Cherokee is in good hands under the
protection of five very resourceful commanders. What she doesn't expect,
and neither do they, is to fall in love, only for that love to be challenged
by danger and their own insecurities. It's not easy to let down your guard
and feel vulnerable. For soldiers as hardcore and experienced as these
five men, it seems impossible, as if they aren't good enough for
Cherokee. She needs to prove them wrong. However, she has her
insecurities, too. The men are much older, more experienced, and their
military responsibilities come first and foremost. She's used to being the
daughter of soldiers, but the lover of five? Could be a recipe for disaster
or the perfect match. Especially as the attraction ignites and nothing else
seems to matter but loving them. When push comes to shove, and
Cherokee is alone and in danger, all the training her fathers taught her,
and the determination to get back to her men, pushes her through. She
will stop at nothing to see them all again, or die trying. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
A Collection of Familiar Quotations - John Bartlett 1856
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Set Me Free [Pack Law 1} - Becca Van
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Quatre
Romance, M/F/M/M, werewolves] Michelle Barclay has just moved to
Aztec, New Mexico, from Mullen, Nebraska. At the library where she
works, she is cornered against her car by a large, wolf-like dog and then
rescued by the animal's owner, Jonah Friess. Jonah is the lead Alpha of
the Friess Pack, sharing the leadership role with his two brothers,
Mikhail and Brock. He knows the uptight librarian is their mate, and the
brothers set about wooing her into their bed. Michelle is hurt by a
jealous female pack member, but instead of being angry with Kirsten, she
gets mad with the three Alphas and lets them have a piece of her
mind—what she doesn't realize is that she has just claimed them. ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
Highland Warrior Woman (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) - Becca
Van 2012-11
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Historical Menage a Quatre Romance,
M/F/M/M, spanking, HEA] Maeghan Fraser has just bartered her woven
cloth for food and is kidnapped from the market by the evil MacLeod
Laird and his commander. She puts up a fight and manages to escape,
only to fall into the clutches of the Campbell clan. Laird Calum Campbell
and his brothers, Ewan and Hamish, stumble upon the battered and
bruised angel in the forest. They take her back to their castle knowing
she is the lass they have been waiting for. The three Campbell brothers
declare their intent to wed the angelic-looking Maeghan and don't care
about the rumors of her upbringing. They woo her into their beds, but
they are so used to giving orders they aren't quite sure how to capture
her heart. Danger from within threatens their Maeghan's life, and even
though the Campbells vow to protect her, sometimes a woman has to
protect herself. Note: There is no sexual relationship or touching for
titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Between Two Doms - Becca Van 2013-04-01
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois
Romance, M/F/M, public exhibition, spanking, flogging, sex toys, HEA]
When she is ordered by two sexy Doms to strip at a job interview at a
BDSM club, Charlene "Charlie" Seward isn't sure what she has gotten
herself into. After revealing almost all of her body to the two men, she
balks and wonders if this is the right job for her. The club owner, Master
Turner Pike, and his friend Master Barry Winston are the most dominant,
handsome, masculine men Charlie has ever encountered. Unbeknownst
to her, Charlie is a natural submissive and the two men pick up on those
Downloaded from ravishingbeasts.com on by guest

personality characteristics right away. They want to explore a
relationship with the sexy, voluptuous little sub. Just when things seem
to be looking up for the three and their relationship is heading in a
positive direction, danger is lurking in the shadows. Malevolence comes
calling to Charlie's doorstep, and it's a race against time for the two
Doms to save her. Will they get to her in time? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Alpha Province: Puppet Strings (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) - Becca Van 2018-08-27

Soaring Free [Club of Dominance 6] - Becca Van
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Quatre
Romance, M/F/M/M, HEA] Joni Meeks has only ever known betrayal at
the hands of men. She has so much pain and grief inside her she never
wants another relationship with a man. Gabe Solar, Nicholas Flange, and
Thomas Quentin know Joni is the woman they've been waiting for, but
when she runs, they think she is lost to them forever. Fate steps in and
she ends up working for them. Little by little they begin to break down
the walls surrounding her heart to get to pain buried deep down inside of
her. There is trouble in the shadows and none of them know where it's
coming from. The three Doms want Joni by their side so they can protect
her, but Joni is adamant to keep them at an arm's length. But she's facing
a losing battle against three experienced Doms. When Joni comes face to

face with her enemy, will the three men be able to save her in time? ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
Entanglements of the Maghreb - Julius Dihstelhoff 2021-09-30
The impulse for the recent transformations in the Arab world came from
the Maghreb. Research on the region has been on the rise since, yet
much remains to be done when it comes to interdisciplinary comparative
research. The Maghreb is a heterogeneous region that deserves
thorough investigation. This volume focuses on Entanglements as a
cross-field and cross-lingual concept to generate a new approach to the
region and its inner interdependencies as well as exchanges with other
regions. Eminent researchers conceptualize Entanglements through the
description of various thematic fields and actors in motion, addressing
culture, politics, social affairs, and economics.
Longman Student Grammar of Spoken and Written English Douglas Biber 2010
This grammar reference is written for the advanced student. It combines
explanations of English grammar with information on how, when and
why we use different structures. It shows the differences between
spoken and written grammar and includes frequency information on the
most common forms.
MOONSHINE & MADNESS LOVE ON TH - Dixie Lynn Dwyer 2017-02-08
[LoveXtreme Forever: Erotic MEnage Romantic Suspense,
M/F/M/M/M/M/M, HEA] Gianna isn't looking for complications in her life,
but meeting six sexy, hot men within forty eight hours of one another
seems like the kind of complicated she deserves. She doesn't want to
choose, but the possibility of having to is breathing down her neck until
that first date. Then she discovers that all six men are brothers, and boy
are they willing to share. Gianna is a caring, giving, plus-size woman
with a lot of heart, and she is adventurous, too. Falling in love with six
men is an adventure of its own. Becoming part of a homicide
investigation, and ultimately becoming a killer's next prey, may be the
last adventure she will ever go on. She's tough, resourceful, and
determined to stay alive long enough for the police to capture the serial
killer. Her men are also resourceful, are in the center of the
investigation, and know what Gianna is facing alone. It's a race against
time, and the one to win will be the person willing to die for what is
right. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Nutrition for Anemia - Javier Diaz-Castro 2021-01-21
Bladder cancer is the second most common genitourinary malignancy,
with 81,190 estimated new diagnoses in 2018, in the United States alone.
Transurethral resection of the bladder and radical cystectomy with
bilateral pelvic lymph node dissection constitute the standard treatment
for non-muscle invasive or very high-risk non-muscle invasive bladder
cancer, respectively. However, survival expectations have not shown to
improve in the last 20 years, and new diagnostic and therapeutic tools
are urgently needed to improve the outcomes of this potentially lethal
disease.
Marxism in a Lost Century - Gary Roth 2014-12-22
Marxism in a Lost Century retells the history of the radical left during
the twentieth century through the words and deeds of Paul Mattick.
Three biographical themes receive special attention -- the self-taught
nature of left-wing activity, Mattick’s publishing endeavors, and the
nexus of men, politics, and friendship.
Christian-Muslim Relations. A Bibliographical History. Volume 10
Ottoman and Safavid Empires (1600-1700) - 2017-10-23
Christian-Muslim Relations, a Bibliographical History 10 (CMR 10) is a
history of everything that was written on relations in the period
1600-1700 in the Ottoman and Safavid empires. Its detailed entries
contain descriptions, assessments and comprehensive bibliographical
details about individual works.
The Heart Moves in a Circular Direction - Ingeborg Gubler Casey
2007-11
An insightful and moving account, The Heart Moves in a Circular
Direction tells the story of Ingeborg Gubler Casey, nicknamed "Biby,"
who must come to terms with her mother's mental illness even as she
battles fears that she will succumb to the same disease. While growing
up, Biby shares her mother's delusional world but as a teen,
conversations with her mother leave her in turmoil. After entering
college, Biby tries to focus on her future. She cuts off contact with her
mother, and, in her attempts to ward off guilt and anxiety, pretends she
has no mother. When her older sister returns for a visit, they decide to
visit their mother together. After an absence of ten years, Biby must
summon all her courage to face her mother. Despite becoming a
psychologist, she has little understanding of her own emotions, especially
her conflicting feelings about her mother. After her father's death, as
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Slave Gold - Becca Van 2013-02-01
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Futuristic Sci-Fi Menage a Quatre
Romance, M/F/M/M, HEA] Shannon Regis buys a Celtic warrior slave
bracelet and finds herself transported to planet Aeros, where she meets
triplets Barclay, Darby, and Gilmore Calhoun. The Calhoun brothers see
the bracelet on Shannon's upper arm and know she has been sent to
them by the goddess of love and beauty, Branwen. They have to convince
Shannon that she isn't dreaming or hallucinating and is in fact no longer
on Earth, but they also have to convince her that she is meant to be their
bond mate. Just as Shannon seems to be finding her place in her new
home, trouble brews from some of the Calhoun brothers' warriors, and
they kidnap her. Shannon is in for the fight of her life, but knows she is
no match for nearly seven-foot, crazy warriors. Will her warriors get to
her in time to save her? Or will they be too late? Note: There is no sexual
relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings. ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
KAMIKAZE NIGHTS LOVE ON THE RO - Dixie Lynn Dwyer
2017-03-07
[Siren LoveXtreme Forever: Erotic MEnage Romantic Suspense,
M/F/M/M/M/M/M, HEA] Louisa vows to never be a victim ever again.
She's so dead set on it that she doesn't trust men. She's been sexually
harassed and seems to be wearing a sign that says -touch me, I'm easy.Then she meets the Hunt brothers and finds out that real men know how
to treat a lady. Her reservations are strong, and the men are losing their
patience until she gets caught up in a burglary and becomes a suspect.
They use their abilities and connections to prove she is innocent, but
she's still angry about being accused. When she figures out who the thief
really is, all hell breaks loose and she needs those six men to protect her.
Her life is like her favorite drink, the kamikaze: crazy and wild. And,
even though it seems like the future holds happiness with her new six
boyfriends, she gets caught in the middle of her greatest nightmare and
must fight with all she has while her men hunt down her captor. Louisa is
a survivor and a fighter, but can she buy the time her men need to find
her before it's too late? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Slick Rock Cowboys - Becca Van 2012
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance,
M/F/M, bondage, spanking] Tara Rustle has just spent her twenty-third
birthday alone, just like her last six birthdays. She arrives home from
work to find her home burning to the ground. This event is the crux of
Tara's grief for the mother she lost six years previously and the
loneliness she has endured, and she snaps. Tara wakes up in the arms of
two sexy, masculine men, Clay and Johnny Morten, in the town of Slick
Rock, Colorado, with no memory. She feels comfortable with the two
men, so when they offer her a job cooking for them on their ranch, she
accepts their offer. Little does she know the two men were once her
childhood neighbors. Tara's memory returns. Clay and Johnny set about
seducing the one woman they have lusted after for years. Everything
seems to be progressing nicely, until an old flame of Johnny and Clay's
turns up. Celia is insane and threatens Tara's life. Will Clay and Johnny
get to Tara in time to save her from a crazy ex-lover? Or will Celia win
and end Tara's life? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
The World of William Clissold - Herbert George Wells 1926
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Biby re-engages with her mother, she finds herself embarked on a
turbulent journey of self-discovery. She emerges more whole, and, as she
begins to truly understand the depth of her legacy, she is brought closer
to her mother.
Lost Without Them (Alaskan Wildlands 3) - Becca Van
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Romance, Suspense, Paranormal,
Shifter, Reverse Harem, Small Town, MFMM, HEA] April Carson finds
out she’d been duped far too late. Befriending brother and sister, Jana,
and Don Donovan, traveling to Alaska for a shared expenses vacation,
she finds out they aren’t nice at all. After paying for everything, she's
beaten, almost raped, and left for dead in the wilderness of Alaska.
Hurting, all alone, and almost attacked by a grizzly bear, April thinks
she’s going to die. Kenton, Chad, and Tobias Dermot rescue April from
the woods. The three brothers know that she’s their mate as soon as they
smell her tantalizing perfume. When Kent, Chad and Tobi tell her she’s
their one, she’s shocked and though she tries to keep her distance, the
intense desire she feels for the three men gets too much to ignore.
Agreeing to be their woman, April tells the men what Jana and Don did to
her, how they stole from her without her realizing what was happening
and she hopes to never see the duo again. But if wishes were horses,
then beggars would ride. Becca Van is a Siren-exclusive author.
What's Your Monster's Name? - Ingrid Kern 2012-05
How many Monsters did you have to deal with in your life up until now?
Put that fight behind you. You are already a success, the only thing
standing in your way of being who you really are, is you; your mind, your
thoughts, your fears. Fear of not being good enough, fear of being too
young, too old, too thin, too heavy; fear of not being smart enough,
coming from a different country and not fitting in, being rejected, not
having enough money, and the list goes on. Whats Your Monsters Name?
tackles all areas of your life, not just one. As we are multi-faceted, so is
the content of the book. The concept of the book is to shine light on areas
in someones life that are creating the Monster and that we can turn it
into a teacher. Interviews with people telling me their way of handling
challenges and how they are dealing with situations by applying a certain
life skill; my own experiences and thoughts on some of the challenges
and how they affected my entire life until now. All the people I
interviewed for this book have their unique way of handling challenges
or not so challenging situations from which everyone can learn.
Language and Silence - George Steiner 2013-04-16
The evolution and manipulation of language from the celebrated author
of After Babel. “A keenly discriminating literary mind at work on what it
loves” (The New York Times Book Review). Language and Silence is a
book about language—and politics, meaning, silence, and the future of
literature. Originally published between 1958 and 1966, the essays that
make up this collection ponder whether we have passed out of an era of
verbal primacy and into one of post-linguistic forms—or partial silence.
Steiner explores the idea of the abandonment of contemporary literary
criticism, from the classics to the works of William Shakespeare,
Lawrence Durell, Thomas Mann, Leon Trotsky, and more.
Triple M Ranch [Slick Rock 10] (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) - Becca Van 2014-03
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Quatre Romance,
M/F/M/M, HEA] Cashmere Woodall is infatuated with the Double M
Ranch foreman, Harry. When she finds out he is gay and in a
relationship, she is embarrassed. Bruce, Cain, and Danny Morten are
overseeing the ranch while the owners are on vacation. The three men
are so sexy and handsome she can't keep her eyes off them. When Cash
is assaulted on a night out, the three men decide to watch over and
protect her. She is the woman they have been waiting for and begin to
woo her. Although the men know she has feelings for them, she tries to
keep them at arm's length, but they are determined to win her
over.When Cash goes missing, none of the men know who has taken her.
It's a race against time to save her, and when they do they aren't about
to let her out of their sight again. Can the three men convince her they
are the right men for her? Note: There is no sexual relationship or
touching for titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
Alaskan Sabears 3: Final Takedown - Becca Van

[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Trois Romance,
M/FM, shape-shifter, HEA] Katerina Petrov is running for her life. Before
fleeing, she was a prima ballerina with the Russian Ballet Company, until
she overheard the company's dance director agreeing to hand her over to
the Russian mafia boss. Serge Moss and Ward Vaughan know as soon as
they rescue the injured and unconscious woman that she is their mate.
Kat's life had been all about ballet and though she's drawn to Serge and
Ward, she isn't sure she can give up her passion, but with the Vadim
Sokolov, the Russian mafia boss after her, she has to rethink her whole
life. Ward and Serge want Katerina by their sides for the rest of their
lives, but are they willing to let her go if she decides she can't stay?
However, none of them can ignore the mating heat and when Kat
overhears what will happen to the two men if she walks away, her
decision is made. She'll also do anything to protect the people of
Savoonga. Even give up her own life. Note: This book contains double
penetration. ** A Siren Erotic Romance Becca Van is a Siren-exclusive
author.
Alaskan Sabears 1: No Contest [Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting] - Becca Van 2017-07-13
[Siren MEnage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal MEnage a Trois Romance,
M/F/M, shape-shifter, HEA] Celeste "Celestial" Marsden is a supermodel
and is being stalked. She sees the creepy man following her at every
photo shoot and even suspects he's been in her hotel room while she was
working. When she gets an invite to visit her college friend Tamara
Parks, Celeste jumps at the chance. Tarik Parks and Hodge Holmes have
been best friends since they were young kids and do everything together.
The moment Tarik carries his sister's friend from the plane wreck, he
and Hodge know that Celeste is their mate. However, they're not sure
they'll be able to convince the famous supermodel to give up a life of glitz
and glamor to be with them on a cold, desolate island. But that's not
their only fear. Most of the men living on St. Lawrence Island are
shifters. How are they supposed to tell their mate that they can
transform into an animal that is a mix of a polar bear and the extinct
saber-toothed tiger? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Buyology - Martin Lindstrom 2010-02-02
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A fascinating look at how consumers
perceive logos, ads, commercials, brands, and products.”—Time How
much do we know about why we buy? What truly influences our decisions
in today’s message-cluttered world? In Buyology, Martin Lindstrom
presents the astonishing findings from his groundbreaking three-year,
seven-million-dollar neuromarketing study—a cutting-edge experiment
that peered inside the brains of 2,000 volunteers from all around the
world as they encountered various ads, logos, commercials, brands, and
products. His startling results shatter much of what we have long
believed about what captures our interest—and drives us to buy. Among
the questions he explores: • Does sex actually sell? • Does subliminal
advertising still surround us? • Can “cool” brands trigger our mating
instincts? • Can our other senses—smell, touch, and sound—be aroused
when we see a product? Buyology is a fascinating and shocking journey
into the mind of today's consumer that will captivate anyone who's been
seduced—or turned off—by marketers' relentless attempts to win our
loyalty, our money, and our minds.
The Spectator, Volume 1 - Joseph Addison 2016-04-25
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work.This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
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